Works execution organization at reconstruction and renovation of buildings after the fire with usage of slabs lifting method
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Abstract

Works execution organization at reconstruction and renovation of residential and public buildings after the fire for embedded systems with usage of slabs lifting method at restrained urban conditions were considered. The paper suggests usage features of the slabs lifting method at building reconstruction conditions after the fire. The technology of reconstruction with the usage of slabs lifting method allows to practically refuse the use of lifting cranes and to reduce significantly (up to 50%) the required building area compared with the lifting crane construction methods of embedded structures. It allows to perform the reconstruction without restriction of traffic on adjoining streets and to perform construction in restrained urban conditions.
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1. Introduction

The problem of fires is becoming global in scope, affecting not only national but also international interests. The disaster at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant, long-term fires at the refineries, the burning of large forest areas and landfills convinces us of this. Each year on Earth there are about 7 million fires. Statistics show that with population growth by 1%, the number of fires increases by about 5%, and losses increase by 10%. According to projections made on the basis of fire statistics, in the world, during the year, 225 thousand people can be killed in fires, 2 million 250 thousand people - get injured, 4.5 million - severe burn injuries. The vast majority of fires (about 75%) and the number of killed persons (more than 90%) are in the residential and public sectors [1]. The number of fires in Ukraine is increasing year by year, and the state of fire safety for 2009-2016 is shown on Figure 1. According to [1], fires also cause significant material costs, with both direct and indirect costs (Figure 2).

According to [2], during 2017, there were 83,116 fires registered in Ukraine. Compared to 2016, there is an increase in the number of fires by 12.0%, direct material damage by 25.3%, indirect by 64.4%, the number of people killed in the fires decreased by 2.8%, the number of people injured in fires increased by 9.1%, the number of destroyed and damaged buildings and structures increased by 17.0%.

Material losses from fires amounted to 7 billion 860 million 225 thousand UAH (direct material damage is 2 billion 38 million 653 thousand UAH, and indirect costs – 5 billion 821 million 572 thousand UAH).

As a result of fires, the number of destroyed or damaged buildings and structures has increased, which justifies the need to assess the state of buildings, building structures and the possibility of their further exploitation.

2. Problem definition

Reconstruction of old urban development residential buildings, which, as a rule, have historical significance and create an archi-
The architectural character of the city’s central part, is undoubtedly actual. The topicality is conditioned by the necessity of preserving the architectural integrity of historical development and, at the same time, the need for adaptation of planning concepts and buildings constructive concepts to the new operating conditions. The main reasons for the need of reconstruction are the discrepancy of existing planning concepts with modern conditions and the usage of wooden structures as ceiling structures. Due to long operating terms, wooden structures, as a rule, are generally at insufficient condition and require replacement or cannot withstand to the new increased operational loads.

In many cases it is economically feasible and technically possible to restore the operational properties of structures. Therefore, before restoring the building after the fire, it is necessary to conduct a survey to determine the actual bearing capacity of individual building elements and the entire building as a whole, as well as to make recommendations for the strengthening and restoration of damaged structures.

Inspection of buildings after the fire includes a whole range of works, including a visual inspection of the building in order to determine the suitability of the project structural design, measuring the geometric sizes of building structures, taking and laboratory testing of concrete samples of reinforcement, brickwork, etc. The results of the building survey are the basis for choosing methods and technologies for restoring buildings after the fire. There are various methods and technologies for restoring buildings after the fire [3, 4]. Conditionally, they could be divided into traditional and innovative.

Among the traditional methods there are methods related to the installation of additional elements on building constructions (steel wallets, belts, beams, etc.). These methods in general effectively cope with the task of strengthening building structures, but after their application the geometry of the building is changed and an additional load on building structures is created. In addition, traditional methods do not differ in the high speed of implementation and require the involvement of a large number of manpower.

The most rapid, effective and cost-effective are the so-called innovative ways of restoring buildings after the fire. Among such methods, there are external reinforcement of building structures with composite materials based on glass or carbon fibers, injection intensive technologies are used for repair of various damage (cracks, bundles) of reinforced concrete structures, shotcrete - the fastest and most effective way to restore the protective layer of concrete. The presented innovative methods don’t create significant additional load on building structures (with the exception of shotcrete) and allow to quickly and effectively carry out the restoration of the bearing capacity of the building or structure with minimal financial costs and without the involvement of a large amount of manpower.

One of the reconstruction methods of such buildings is the construction of embedded systems with the preservation of existing enclosure structures (Figure 3). To the features of works execution at the construction of buildings at restrained urban conditions, especially in the central, historical parts of the cities should include considerably limited size of the building area.

This requirement essentially affects the possibilities of using construction equipment and lifting cranes. In some cases, the usage of lifting cranes requires the restriction or cessation of vehicles for a long time, and sometimes, the usage of lifting cranes is impossible at all. The foregoing lead to refuse of the usage prefabricated reinforced concrete structures and to use monolithic reinforced concrete structures as structures of the built-in frame. However, the usage of monolithic structures still requires the use of lifting cranes for the supply of reinforcement cages and formwork. One of the methods that allows us to almost completely abandon of the lifting cranes usage during the erection of built-in structures is the slabs lifting method [5].

### 2.1. Analysis of recent research and publications

Recently, due to the actuality of the need for reconstruction of residential and public buildings of the old urban development, a large number of works [6 – 19] devoted to this question, had appeared. In works [6 – 10] the peculiarities of the reconstruction of foregoing buildings, the problems of using construction equipment in the conditions of the building area limited size are considered, and the usage of prefabricated and monolithic reinforced concrete as a material of embedded structures is compared. It is concluded that the reconstruction of the old urban development buildings by replacing the ceiling structures and construction of built-in structures allows to preserve the architectural character of the cities historical part and at the same time to adapt buildings to the new conditions of exploitation. The works of some authors are often devoted to the issues of the concrete objects reconstruction [11 – 13], some part of the works is devoted to the strengthening of historic building’s structures [14 – 16]. Works [17 – 19] discuss the general issues of historical building’s reconstruction.

### 2.2. Description of general problem unsolved aspects

Despite the large number of works on article topic, until this time, the method of foregoing building’s reconstruction after the fire hasn’t been proposed. There was no method that would allow to completely abandon usage of lifting cranes for significantly facilitate of the work’s organization under conditions of the building area limited size and to refuse of the vehicles movement stop. The possibility of lifting slabs method usage for the reconstruction of buildings wasn’t considered.

### 2.3. The purpose of the paper

To analyze the peculiarities of lifting slabs method usage for the reconstruction of residential and public buildings after the fire by constructing embedded systems. To identify the benefits of using this building’s reconstruction method in comparison with other methods.

### 3. Basic material and results

As it’s known [5], the construction of multistory frame buildings with a monolithic or prefabricated monolithic reinforced concrete frame by the lifting slabs method is to create on the earth surface or on a floor slab panel above the underground part the entire complex of floor slab panels. After floor slab panels installation and attainment required reinforced concrete strength, the floor slab
panels lifting up to the design position on previously erected columns using lifts.

This method has the following sequence of work: 1) erection of the underground part of the building by the traditional method, that anticipates the erection of column’s foundations, installation of the underground part columns, installation of building’s underground part envelope, floor slab panels, etc. (Figure 4); 2) the arrangement of the stiffening core, that ensures the durability of the building in the longitudinal and crosswise directions. As a rule, a stair enclosure with elevator shaft is placed inside the stiffening core; 3) installation, or placement of the ground floor monolithic columns; 4) installation of the floor slab panels complex round the building for the entire building area or section; 5) after the required reinforced concrete strength attainment of the floor slab panels, the lifting of slabs in an intermediate position with the usage of lifts fixed on the columns is accomplished; 6) installation or placement of the next level columns, moving the elevators and floor slab panels lifting; 7) after the lifting of all floor slab panels into the design position, the elevators are removed, next stage is the roof, enclosing structures arrangement, after that general construction works and finishing works are performed.

The advantages of such a method of building construction should include the fact that it can significantly reduce the usage of lifting cranes, and sometimes completely abandon their usage, significantly reduce the building area size; and in addition, due to lack of bearing walls inside the building, this method doesn’t impose restrictions on the choice of design decisions. This method was supposed to be used primarily for new construction, the usage of this method during the reconstruction was not considered.

From the analysis of this method advantages, it follows that its use during the reconstruction of buildings through the construction of embedded systems would allow for reconstruction without going beyond the constraints of restrained urban development conditions imposed on the construction. The method of floor slab panels lifting due to the refusal of cranes usage would allow reduce the building area size to almost the area size of the reconstructed building; refuse to restrict traffic and pedestrians and the operation of nearby objects.

The structure of the building reconstruction works by the proposed method will be as follows: 1) disassembling of the internal structures of the building. At the same time, disassembly should be conducted with strict sequence observance of the structures disassembling adopted in the technological plans. If necessary, the reinforcement of the enclosing structures is carried out; 2) the soil excavation under the foundations of the embedded system, the installation of monolithic foundations under the embedded structures. If necessary, concrete mixture preparation at the object and feed it with a light-weight concrete pump, located in the dimensions of the building. After the attainment required concrete strength, the waterproofing of the foundations and soil backing with compaction are carried out. If necessary, a reinforced concrete floor of the underground building part is arranged; 3) erection of first level monolithic columns. Formwork and reinforce-

As can be seen from the given structure of works, the proposed technology of buildings reconstruction allows practically to refuse the use the lifting cranes during the execution of works. It allows to increase the building general plan coefficient of compactness to 60 – 80%. With the usage of the traditional construction methods, this ratio is about 10 – 40%. The proposed method obviates the floor slab panel formwork installation and support structures under
it, as the formwork is pre-concreted slabs. This method allows to significantly reduce the work complexity on the installation of floor slabs.

However, the usage of the lifting slabs method at the construction of embedded systems involves the manual assembly of column’s formwork, installation of reinforcing cages into the formwork, assembly and disassembly of scaffold, installation and removal of lifts.

The most effective method of construction organization is the streaming construction method and this method usage allows for definite significant advantages such as regularity and low intensity of resource consumption, reduction of construction time [11]. However, in the consideration case, the usage of this construction method is complicated by certain conditions. One of these conditions is a relatively small building area size that complicates or makes it impossible to separate the building to the required number of work zones. As a rule, in most cases, such types of buildings could be divided up to a maximum of two work zones that is not enough for the streaming organization of the monolithic structures construction. However, such case does not mean that it is impossible to effectively organize the process of installing embedded systems by usage of lifting slabs method. At the same time, the greatest attention should be paid to the organization of work on the installation of floor slabs, since their share in the total construction complexity of embedded systems is 60 - 80%. Figure 7 shows an indicative schedule of work on the installation of floor slabs package.

4. Conclusions

The proposed building’s reconstruction technology can be used (after conducting an economic comparison with other possible methods of reconstruction in these conditions) for the reconstruction of residential and public buildings after the fire by installing embedded systems of monolithic reinforced concrete frame type. The technology of reconstruction with the usage of slabs lifting method allows to practically refuse the use of lifting cranes and to reduce significantly (up to 50%) the required building area compared with the lifting crane construction methods of embedded structures. It allows to perform the reconstruction without restriction of traffic on adjoining streets and to perform construction in restrained urban conditions.

One of the criteria for the use of such technology is the presence of a building’s stiffening core. As a stiffening core there could be not disassembled walls of stair enclosure.
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